ELECTION DAY
SPECIAL EDITION

A Leader in
the Making!
What It Takes

Tuesday, November 3 is National Election Day! Mentoring Minds believes in developing kids who are leaders
AND critical thinkers. Let’s use this as a perfect opportunity to develop the Examine critical thinking trait. Students
will Examine their own personal beliefs about what it takes to be a great leader and vote to elect a winning set of
leadership traits.

Getting Started

Critical Thinking Trait Focus—Examine: I use a variety of methods to explore and to analyze. Review
the Examine critical thinking trait with students and explain they will be using this trait to decide what it
takes to be a great leader.
Learning Standards Focus—Government, Citizenship

Materials—Think It Out! page, List of Personal Qualities
Vocabulary—majority, trait, consensus, quality, rationale, vote, election, candidate

Instruction
Building Background Knowledge and Vocabulary
1.

Share with students that November 3 is Election Day. Consider using one or more resources to introduce
students to the election process and voting (See Additional Web Resources). Invite discussions about
elections and leaders and use the time to introduce vocabulary such as consensus, majority, election,
candidate, and vote.

2. Introduce students to leadership and voting using a short title or excerpt to read aloud and discuss vocabulary
such as trait, quality, and rationale (See Literature Suggestions).
3. Prompt students with thought-provoking questions to facilitate the development of the Examine critical
thinking trait. Examples might include:
a. “What information would you use to prioritize___?”
b. “What evidence did you use to support ___?
c. “How can you classify ___ according to ___?”
Note: Preview literature and Internet websites for appropriate content to match your district guidelines.

Activity Directions
Individual Decision–Where Do I Stand?: Using the List of Personal Qualities, allow students to work
individually to Examine and consider what personal traits a great leader should possess and justify their
decisions on the Think It Out! page.
Group Collaboration–Come to Consensus: Form small groups and guide students as they collaborate
and achieve consensus on one group list of 6 qualities a great leader should possess. Encourage group
discussions and/or debates and emphasize the importance of valuing the perspectives of others.
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Classroom Vote–Majority Rules: Invite each group to share their final list of leadership qualities with the
class, offering rationale for their decisions. When all groups have shared their list, allow students to use
their Voter Registration Card to vote by secret ballot and elect a leader candidate as the Best Leader of
2020.

Reflect
Title

After students have Examined the qualities that make a great leader, facilitate
a discussion about their thinking and learning. Guide students as they focus on
how the Examine critical thinking trait helped them process through the task.
Extend thinking to include the difference between voting and reaching consensus.
Suggestion: Introduce a Graphic Organizer to emphasize the similarities and
differences between the activity and the 2020 election.

Extend the Activity
A

B

Invite students to reExamine the List of Personal Qualities to compile a list of leadership qualities they
see in themselves to develop the Social Emotional Learning (SEL) competency Self-Awareness.
Invite students to reExamine the List of Personal Qualities to compile a list of leadership qualities they
see in a classmate to develop the Social Emotional Learning (SEL) competency Social Awareness.

Literature Suggestions

Books Featuring Leaders and Leadership: I Campaigned for Ice Cream: A Boy’s Quest for Ice Cream Trucks
by Suzanne Jacobs Lipshaw; Sofia Valdez, Future Prez by Andrea Beaty; Grace Goes to Washington by Kelly
DiPucchio
Books Featuring Elections and Voting: America Votes: How Our President Is Elected by Linda Granfield;
Because They Marched: The People’s Campaign for Voting Rights That Changed America by Russell
Freedman

Additional Web Resources
PBS Kids- Presley Talks About Voting		
TedEd - Does Your Vote Count?

Kids Academy - Why Voting Is Important
KERA The Election Collection
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List of Personal Qualities
Quality
Accountable
Calm

Other Qualities That
May be Connected

Description
responsible; keeps promises; someone others can
count on
thinks before acting; not easily brought to anger

Dependable; Loyal; Dutiful; Reliable
Content; Peaceful; Moderate;
Serene

Compassionate

values forgiveness; can see other points of view;
treats people the way they would want to be treated

Kind; Respectful; Empathetic

Cooperative

willing to work toward a common goal as part of a
team without pride or arrogance

Humble

Courageous

can do what needs to be done in spite of fear or
without interference from outside influences

Boldness; Bravery

Decisive

able to make reasonable decisions quickly and
effectively

Focused; Logical

Effective

able to accomplish tasks with wisdom and skill

Educated; Experienced; Successful

Fair

free from bias or injustice; treats all people with
equity

Balanced; Professional; Just

Flexible

able to change; willing to learn or try new things;
open to new experiences or ways of thinking

Open

careful with how money is spent; not wasteful

Thrifty

gives time, energy, or resources to others

Sacrificing

Honest

truthful; actions and words match their beliefs

Dignity; Integrity

Intuitive

able to access feelings to make decisions; alert;
attentive

Mindful; Aware; Conscious

Likeable

brings delight to others; able to relate to or connect
with others easily

Persuasive; Connected

Optimistic

sees the best in situations or in people

Hopeful

Organized

able to make sense of disorder; stays on schedule

Structured; Disciplined

never gives up; motivated to continue in spite of
challenges

Committed; Determined; Diligent

lifts the feelings and spirits of others; offers advice or
help when it’s needed; promotes personal growth

Encouraging; Motivating

Frugal
Generous

Resilient
Supportive
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Think It Out!
Quality:

Quality:

Rationale:

Rationale:

Best
Leader
2020

Quality:
Rationale:

Quality:
Rationale:

Quality:

Quality:

Rationale:

Rationale:

Voter Registration Card
Full Name
Birthday

Voting Ballot
My Vote for Best Leader 2020 is

9 Traits Introduction for Parents
At school, your child has been learning about the 9 Traits
of Critical Thinking and how they support learning. These
are 9 behaviors everyone uses to process new information
and learn skills needed in every aspect of life. When you
see your child exhibiting one of these 9 Traits of Critical
Thinking, recognize it and call it by name. This helps your
child discover what critical thinking feels like, looks like and
sounds like in a measurable and meaningful way.

Inquire: Inquire is a thirst for knowledge.

We want young learners to be curious and initiate
their own learning. When we encourage children
to ask questions, we are promoting the trait
Inquire.

Examine: You will often see Inquire paired

with the Examine trait. If we thirst for knowledge,
it brings us to action. When children use the
Examine trait, they are exploring and analyzing
information to gain deeper insights.

Create: When young learners Create, they

use their imagination to express new and
exciting ideas. By thinking outside the box, they
are encouraged to take risks and find multiple
solutions to a problem.

Communicate: Communication allows us the
chance to grab up our thinking and “walk it out.”
Children need guidance to Communicate in a
way that clearly reflects their deep thinking. They
should be encouraged to elaborate on their ideas
using specific language.
Collaborate: Collaboration is hard. When we
Collaborate, we aren’t simply completing tasks
with others. True collaboration includes listening
actively while working alongside others. Being
able to give and take feedback will support
learners as they do the hard work to achieve
better outcomes.

Link: When we Link, we recognize how ideas

and details work together to help us see the
bigger picture when accomplishing tasks. Linking
allows our brains to create sense and order out of
multiple bits of information.

Reflect: The practice of Reflection acts as a

scrapbook of our learning journey and allows us
to pause and review the knowledge we have
gained. The act of writing down or explaining our
thoughts helps us to monitor our thinking and
become more aware.

Strive: Strive is a “stick to it” mindset. This trait
enables us to understand that problem solving
is a journey with twists and turns along the path.
When learners Strive, they demonstrate focus
and determination. The ability to Strive is such an
essential skill for school and in life. It helps us look
at challenges as opportunities to grow.
Adapt: Adapting is about being a flexible

and fluid thinker. You often see the Adapt trait
matched with Strive because adapting involves
changing your course and adjusting during a
predetermined process.

